Abstract-Driver's body posture in 3D contains information potentially related to driver intent, driver affective state, and driver distraction. In this paper, we discuss issues and possibilities in developing a vision-based, markerless system to systematically explore the role of 3D driver posture dynamics for driver assistance. At high level, two main emphases in the proposed system are: (i) The coordination between real world driving testbed and simulation environment and (ii) The usefulness of driver posture dynamics is studied not only as an individual cue but also in relation with other contextual information (e.g. head dynamics, facial features, and vehicle dynamics). Some initial results in our experiment following these guidelines show the feasibility and promise of extracting and using 3D driver posture dynamics for driver assistance.
I. INTRODUCTION
OOKING at driver to understand driver state (e.g. affective states, distraction states) and intention is an important component in driver assistance systems. It is reported that human errors caused a large portion of roadway accidents [1] . In this paper, we concern about vision-based, markerless systems looking at driver and analyzing driver state and intention. Vision-based approach provides a more natural and non-contact solution compared to using bio or physiological sensors which require driver to wear some specific devices. It should also be mentioned that an effective intelligent driver assistance systems need to be human centric and work in a holistic manner which takes into account different components including sensors for environment (e.g. looking at roads, other cars) and sensors for vehicle (e.g. looking at steering angle, vehicle speed) beside looking at driver [18] .
In vision-based systems for driver state and intention analysis, lots of related research studies focus on using features related to head and face. For example, head pose and/or eye gaze were used for predicting lane change intent [8, 11, 14] . Head movement, eye movement, and facial features were used for monitoring driver mental state [3, 22] , for detecting fatigue state [21, 23] . There were also some research studies using hand position, e.g. hand position was incorporated with head pose for lane change intent prediction [6] , for driver distraction alert system [17] . In [5] , the authors proposed a method for determining whether driver or passenger's hand is in infotainment area which also has connection with driver distraction.
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We see that just hand position already contains important and useful information for driver assistance. The whole 3D driver posture, which is more informative with torso, head, and arms dynamics, seems to be a very potential cue for driver assistance system. Therefore exploring the role of 3D driver posture dynamics for driver assistance in a systematic manner is useful and needed. In this paper, we will discuss several related issues and possibilities of using some developed techniques for such task. Following these discussions are some initial experimental results which show the feasibility and promise of extracting and using 3D posture dynamics for driver support systems.
II. RELATED STUDIES
Driver posture dynamics in 3D is informative and can help to develop better driver support systems. Study in [2] indicated the relation between sitting posture and affective state, e.g. having slumped pose after a failure, upright pose after a success. It also pointed out the importance of mood congruent interaction in smart interactive system. In [13] , a marker-based posture tracking system was used to study the relation between postural stability and driver controlling state. There were also research studies using posture information for passive driver assistance systems, e.g. in [19] sitting posture was used to adjust airbag deployment, in [4] driver posture was studied to build a more comfortable driver cockpit. The role of driver posture dynamics in active driver assistance, e.g. detecting driver intents, driver states and then having appropriate interaction to improve driver safety as well as comfortability, has not been studied much. Fig. 1 shows some possible ranges of driver posture movement which seems to have connection to driver state and intention. For example, leaning backward might indicate relax position, leaning forward indicates concentration. Before doing some specific tasks, driver may also have some posture changes in preparation such as moving head forward to prepare for a better visual check before lane change (Sect. IV A has some real-world driving illustrations). We will discuss several related issues and possibilities towards the goal of systematically exploring the role of 3D posture dynamics in vision-based, active driver assistance. At high level, two main emphases in developing our testbeds and approaches are (i) the need of coordination between real world driving testbed and simulation environment and (ii) the usefulness of driver posture dynamics should be studies not only as an individual cue but also in a holistic manner with other contextual information. 
III. DEVELOPING A VISION BASED SYSTEM FOR EXPLORING THE ROLE OF 3D POSTURE DYNAMICS IN DRIVER ASSISTANCE

A. Coordination between Real World Driving Testbed and Simulation Environment
Working with real world driving testbed is important and is the ultimate goal. However simulation environment can provide more flexibility in configuring sensors and designing experiment tasks for deeper analysis which might be difficult and unsafe for implementing in real world driving. Hence, the coordination between real world driving and simulation environment is useful and we take it into account when developing our system.
As shown in Fig. 2 , observations from real world driving data can initiate the design of simulation experiment. Then this simulation experiment can be modified and improved to achieve several desired analyses. However, there are always gaps between simulation environment and real world. This happens even with nowadays complex and expensive simulations. For example, the realistic feel of driver about the vehicle dynamics and surround environment will be different. There are several random difficulties which only happen in real world situation such as sudden difficult lighting condition, highly dynamics background. Therefore the usefulness of analyses and findings in simulation environment should again be verified with the real world driving data.
B. A System for Exploring the Role of 3D Upper Body Pose in Combination with Other Contextual Information
Following the underlying principle of a holistic sensing approach [18] , the interaction between different cues is important for an effective driver assistance system. A cue might seem to be not very useful and related when be considered separately but using it in combination with other contextual information cues could help improving the whole system performance. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of our proposed system for studying the role of driver posture Fig. 3 . General flowchart of the system using 3D posture dynamics for driver assistance dynamics in combination with other contextual information. First, the inputs from different contextual sensors (observing driver, environment, and vehicle state) need to be captured in a synchronous manner. Contextual information from different sensors is then extracted separately. In the next step, extracted contextual information can be fused in different combination sets to analyze driver state and intent. Finally based on the above analysis, the system will interact to assist driver when needed. Different types of interaction can be used such as visual interaction (e.g. using Active Heads-up Display [9] ), audio interaction (e.g. using beep sound), or mechanical interaction (e.g. lightly shaking the steering wheel).
This paper focus on part looking at driver so we will go into more details of related components in the following sections.
XMOB (Extremity Movement Observation) for upper body pose tracking [16]
The skeletal upper body model used in XMOB upper body tracker is shown in Fig. 4 . The length of body parts are considered fixed, which means there is only kinematics movement at the joints. There are 4 joints in the model: two shoulder joints, each has 3 Degree of Freedom (DOF) and two 1 DOF elbow joints. An upper body pose at time t can be represented by 7 positions in 3D of inner joints and extremities X t = {P t hea , P t lha , P t rha , P t lsh , P t rsh , P t leb , P t reb } The idea of XMOB is to break the 3D upper body pose tracking problem into two sub-problems: First track the 3D movements of extremal parts, i.e. head and hands {P t hea , P t lha , P t rha ). Then using human knowledge of upper body configuration constraints, those 3D extremity movements are used to predict the whole upper body pose sequence as an inverse kinematics problem.
The underlying motivation is that extremities are easier to track with less occlusion compared to inner body parts like elbow and shoulder joints. Moreover by breaking the problem of high dimensional search for 3D upper body pose into two sub-problems, the complexity is reduced considerably to achieve real-time performance (XMOB run at ~15 frames per second on an Intel Core i7 3.0 GHz). On the other hand since human upper body kinematics is redundant, i.e. with the same head and hand positions, there could be many solutions for upper body pose, the inverse kinematics problem mentioned above is ambiguous. To deal with this ambiguity, XMOB took a numerical approach utilizing the dynamics information, not just head and hand positions at a single frame. First at each frame, XMOB determines a set of inner joints candidates from head and hand positions based on geometric constraints between upper body inner joints and extremities. Then by observing extremity movements in a period of time, XMOB uses assumptions of minimizing total joint displacement to predict the corresponding upper body sequence.
Head pose tracking with HyHOPE (Hybrid Head Orientation and Pose Estimation) [12]
We use HyHOPE which is a real time, robust head pose tracking method from monocular view [12] to extract head dynamics information. HyHOPE combines static head pose estimation with a real time 3D model-based tracking system for better tracking performance. From an initial estimate of head position and orientation, the system generates a texture mapped 3D model of the head from the most recent head image and using particle filter approach to find the best match of this 3D model from each subsequent frame. HyHOPE also use GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) programming to parallelize computations and achieve realtime performance (~ 30 frames per second). Gabor wavelet filter closely models the response function of simple cells in primary visual cortex consisting of a Gaussian kernel function modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave. Using Gabor filters has been shown to be a good feature extraction method for recognition Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [20] .
Gabor Wavelet Filters for Facial Feature Extraction
Since Gabor features are good for FACS recognition, which can be considered as basic facial movements, they should also be an effective representation for facial dynamics. However when applied to real world driving situation, there are several issues that need to be considered like challenging lighting condition, shadow. Moreover since typically facial features can only be extracted reliably on a frontal face, we will use head pose information from HyHOPE to only extract Gabor facial features when driver head looks straight.
Driver state and intent analysis using different combination of extracted contextual information
This analysis step can either follow:
• A rule-based approach, e.g. IF No hands on wheel AND Head turn away THEN Alert for a serious distraction like what have been done in [17] or • A statistical learning approach such as using Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) method [15] which was shown to be quite effective in analyzing multimodal data from different sensors for driver intent prediction [8, 11] . RVM can produce a sparse representation of the data from a large feature set for classification and it also provides a probability output of class membership (versus a binary output, e.g. Support Vector Machine method) which can be useful for situations when output ranking is needed IV. EXPERIMENT
A. Real World Driving Data Testbed LISA-P and Some
Motivate Observations Fig.5 shows our real world testbed LISA-P (http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/LISA/index.html). As discussed in Sect. III.A, we utilize data collected from our LISA-P testbed to determine some initial scenarios for experiment setup in simulation environment. Fig.6 illustrates some observations from real world driving data that we are interested in. • We observe that on highway driving, for a more careful lane change visual check drivers commonly tend to leans forward before making a head turn. This observation is kind of related to relax and concentrated sitting pose. By incorporating detection of such driver posture movement with e.g. head turn information, we will have a stronger indication of lane change intent.
• Sometimes, driver leans to the right to better hear the passenger in a conversation which might be used as one of indications for distraction.
• On highway driving, we also observed that driver looks more serious before doing lane change, e.g. a head turn with a smile on the face commonly happens only when driver is talking to other passengers, not in a lane change. This kind of information could help to reduce false alarm in predicting lane change intent using head pose. Fig. 7 shows our simulation environment which we call LISA-S. There are 2 cameras used for 3D driver posture tracking, 1 camera for head and face tracking, and we also install a stereo eye tracking system. The steering wheel is the same size with real steering wheel and can turn 450 We use the TORCS open source as driving simulator (http://torcs.sourceforge.net/) with which we can design the road track, environment scene, and control the dynamics of ego vehicle as well as other vehicle.
B. Driving Simulation Environment LISA-S
C. Some Initial Results
To demonstrate the ability to extract concerned contextual information including 3D upper body posture dynamics, head dynamics, facial features: Fig. 8 shows some visual samples of apply Gabor wavelets with different spatial frequencies and orientations on face image for facial feature extraction. For more reliable feature extraction, we only extract facial feature when it is close to the frontal view (determined from HyHOPE head tracking). Fig 9-12. shows pretty good visual evaluation of 3D XMOB upper body pose tracking and HyHOPE head pose tracking in both real world driving sequence (from LISA-P) and simulation driving sequence (from LISA-S). Fig. 13 shows quantitative plots (compared with manually annotated ground truth) of a simple analysis using extracted contextual information of 3D upper body pose and head pose to determine some concerned events. From 3D driver posture dynamics, driver state is classified into relax or concentrated. Head dynamics is classified into look straight, turn to the left, or turn to the right. Moreover when combining head and 3D posture information, we can see some examples that driver change from relax to concentrated state and then make a head turn which could be a strong indicator of lane change intent.
Regarding the interaction part, Fig. 14 illustrate example of using Active Head-ups Display for visual interaction with driver in the assistance system for "Keeping hands on the wheel and eyes on the road" [17] .
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we discussed several related issues and possibilities of developing a vision-based, markerless system for systematically exploring the role of 3D driver posture dynamics for active driver assistance. Some initial results in our experiment indicated the feasibility and promise of extracting and using 3D driver posture in combination with other contextual information to analyze driver affective state and intent.
Based on these discussions as well as initial implementation and results, the obvious follow-up work is to design more natural test cases in the LISA-S simulation environment for analyzing the usefulness of 3D driver posture information. Besides using intuitive rule-based approach similar to approach in [17] , some statistical learning methods like RVM will also be used for analysis and comparison. Illustrative example of using Active Head-ups Display for visual interaction with driver in the assistance system for "Keeping hands on the wheel and eyes on the road" [17] 
